FNA diagnosis of poorly differentiated thyroid carcinoma. A review of the recent literature.
Poorly differentiated thyroid carcinoma (PDTC) is a follicular cell-derived tumour that was recognised as a distinct entity by the World Health Organisation in 2004. The natural history and pathological features of PDTC are reported to be intermediate between those of well-differentiated and undifferentiated (anaplastic) thyroid carcinomas. Preoperative identification of PDTC could facilitate better initial patient management in many cases, namely more extensive surgery, without any delay. However, according to some experts, a diagnosis of PDTC can only be rendered on histologic specimens based on criteria recommended in the Turin proposal. Although high-grade features (namely necrosis and mitoses) can be recognised in FNA material, other cytomorphological features have limited value for the preoperative diagnosis of PDTC and specific features for a definitive diagnosis of PDTC have not yet been clearly defined. Here, we review the current status and future prospects for cytological recognition of PDTC; we emphasise the features that should raise suspicion of this rare condition in FNA cytology and provide an update on molecular features and management of PDTC. Despite proposed histological criteria for the diagnosis of PDTC, its recognition on routine thyroid cytology presents a notable challenge. Current and future advances in molecular testing could contribute to the cytological diagnosis of PDTC.